PUBLIC NOTICE

August 1, 2019

SPIRIT LAKE EPA BROWNFIELDS TRIBAL RESPONSE PROGRAM

THIS IS NOTICE IS TO INFORM THE RESIDENTS OF THE SPIRIT LAKE NATION THAT THE EPA DEPT. WILL BE CONDUCTING CLEANUP OF HAZARDOUS SITES WITH AN APPROVED EPA LICENSED CONTRACTOR STARTING AUG 5TH

- ASBESTOS REMOVAL AND MOLD REMEDIATION-

TOKIO HEADSTART (BLUE BUILDING BY THE REC)

ABATMENT AND DEMOLISHON

REDFOX ABANDONED SITED (YELLOW HOUSE)

PAULA YANKTON BASE HOME

2 AIRFORCE BURNED DOWN BASE HOMES

(WESELY JACKSON)

(ROSS ACRES)

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL ARTHUR CARMONA OR JOSH TWEETON AT SPIRIT LAKE EPA OFFICE @ 701-230-0573